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The 2013
Full-time MBA Class
Over the past year, I have had the pleasure
of meeting an ambitious, diverse, challenging group of talents who are currently
investing in their future by spending a year
in Copenhagen attending the Full-time
MBA at CBS. Each one of them has made
a huge investment in the opportunity to
realize their full potential by dedicating a
significant part of their time and energy to
the Full-time MBA program.
As you read through the book I hope you
will be as inspired as I have been and will

take the time to reflect on how your organization could benefit from the insights that
each of these individuals can bring. I have
enjoyed their challenging questions and
I have seen this group take the answers
as well as the insights they have obtained
from the theories taught in the program and
put it to use in solving problems that are
complex, multinational and multicultural.
I find the CBS Full-time MBA students to
be bright, ambitious, inspiring and pleasant
individuals. I wish them all the best in their
future endeavors.

Janda Campos,
Vice President,
Group CSR & Public Affairs,
Carlsberg Group
Class Ambassador,
Full-time MBA Class 2013
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Welcome to
the 2013 MBA CV Book
The CBS Full-time MBA program is an
intense one-year leadership and general
management learning experience that
combines a diverse group of students
and outstanding professors to create the
ultimate learning environment. Following
are some of the factors that make these
candidates highly attractive for your
organization.

Geographic Overview

Education

This year’s 43 students represent 23
countries and an even greater diversity of
cultures and languages. As a consequence, students learn beyond the classroom
about each other’s cultures and how
business is conducted in their respective
countries.

Working in groups is an important part of
the program design as it facilitates learning
about group dynamics and leadership as
well as knowledge sharing. The diversity in
education and industry experience exposes the students to different perspectives
on issue analysis and on how value can
be created in an organization.

Countries represented: Bosnia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Denmark, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, India, Italy, Lithuania,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Qatar,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, UK, Ukraine, USA.

Geographic Overview
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Introducing
the Students
In the following pages, our talented students present themselves and their career
objective. Included in their presentations
is their contact information, and we recommend that you contact the candidate
directly for a full CV and/or an interview. A
copy of this book is also available on our
website at www.cbs.dk/ftmba.

Work Experience
The combination of research and experience is essential in order to guarantee good
learning. Over 50% of the class has at least
7 years of work experience. In combination,
research-based learning and experience

broaden the participants’ knowledge and
strengthen their decision-making skills,
making them better leaders and managers
when returning to work.

Leadership and Management
A vast majority of the class has management and leadership experience from such
diverse roles as CEO, Commodity Manager, Creative Director, Deputy Director,
Financial Manager, Head of Customer
Experience, Logistics Manager, Object
Leader, Operations Manager, Project
Manager, Senior Relationship Manager,
Site Manager, Tender Manager etc.

In addition, students undergo an intensive
Leadership Development Program as part
of their MBA. The Leadership track includes
both theoretical learning in the classroom
and practical exercises off campus. This
not only prepares the students for managerial challenges in their future careers but
also lets them explore what leadership
is and develop a capacity to exercise it
effectively and responsibly.

Participants in the Copenhagen
MBA Class of 2013
Work Experience in Years

Total students:

43 40%

11-20
23%

Women

48%

29%
7-10

3-6

Average work experience

7 years
33 23
Average age

Nationalities
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Adriano
Ferreira
Brazilian
profile
Dynamic, results-oriented, and accomplished professional with over 6 years of work experience and
expertise in multiple market segments, such as oil and gas and information technology, in both private
and public sectors. Hands-on experience in entrepreneurship and volunteering. Strong leadership,
creative problem-solving, and analytical skills.

OBJECTIVE
To pursue an exciting and challenging management/consultant position in a dynamic and innovative
organization where I can leverage my experience and my international MBA education from CBS and
make a positive impact on the world.

Work Experience

Country

2009-2012

Hering Exclusive Retail Store, Entrepreneurial Venture Owner
Responsible for ensuring smooth daily operations and growing
the business.
Sold the business to a serial entrepreneur and went to pursue
international experience and a high educational degree.
Hering is the largest Brazilian apparel franchise, and considered
one of the twenty most valuable brands in Brazil.

Brazil

2006-2009

Siemens, Chemtech Business Unit
• Project Team Leader, Project COMPERJ (Petrochemical
Complex of Rio de Janeiro) / Petrobras
• Control and Automation Engineer, Project PRA-1
(Autonomous Re-pumping Platform) / Petrobras
• Control and Automation Engineer, Project New SCOA
(Supply Operational Control System) / Sabesp
(Basic Sanitation Company of the State of Sao Paulo)

Brazil

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2001-2006

Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC)
Control and Automation Engineering

Brazil

Languages

Portuguese, English, Spanish, and German (basic)

Contact
ferreira.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Andrei
Mikhailov
Russian
profile

With more than 6 years working as a leader in the construction industry, I have gained strong
management competencies in various areas, including new project development on national and
regional scale, understanding of market structures, development of strategy and change management.
I have significant drive for delivering business results and getting people motivated and committed.
Competencies include solid analytical ability, proven people leadership and creative thinking.

OBJECTIVE

I am seeking a challenging managerial position in an international environment working in the areas
of strategy development to sharpen my management and leadership skills with a fast-paced global
organization in Russia.

Country

Work Experience
2008-2012

RC INTARSIA, Construction industry, Deputy Director
Hired to develop a business unit, delivered results above the
goals. Responsible for a team made up by 25 engineers and
designers and a USD 40 million portfolio in the restoration
industry. Initial planning and budgeting, negotiation with
government official, control sub-contractor’s tenders, sharpen
business-process.

Russia

2007-2007

Rus‐Engineering (Construction Division by RUSAL)
Risk Manager, EPCM project of Alumina factory in Guinea
Classified and analyzed hundreds of potential risks,
Monte-Carlo modeling of probable scenarios.

Russia

2006-2007

NGO Link of Times (RENOVA Group)
Project Chief Engineer
Started up a brand new restoration project, organized
tenders and choose a prime-contractor and designer studio;
implemented engineering supervision.

Russia

2004-2005

Swedwood (IKEA industrial group), Management Trainee

Russia/Poland

2002-2004

Avialesookhrana Federal Public Service, Pilot‐Observer

Russia

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School,
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1997-2002

St-Petersburg Forest-Technical Academy
Forestry Engineer (Master Degree)

Russia

Languages

Russian, English

Contact
mikhailov.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Andrew
Dalik
Canadian
profile
I am interested in how people experience products and places. Design and customer service are core
to how I think about the world. I have a global outlook, an entrepreneurial attitude and knowledge of
consumer trends across a range of industries. My areas of professional competency are marketing,
communications and business strategy. I am also passionate about my charity and volunteer activities.

OBJECTIVE
I want to continue with marketing, communications and business strategy. My goal is to transition from
consulting and agency-based services to management team roles at companies I respect.

Work Experience

Country

2009-Present

Lawn Summer Nights, Co-Founder
Started a fundraiser benefiting Cystic Fibrosis Canada,
donating over $255,000 in four summers. I oversee all aspects
of the charity events, including current expansion to multiple
cities across Canada, development of the brand identity and
management of sponsor relations. Major sponsors include
KPMG, Beam Global Spirits, SPY Optic, UBER Car Service,
AG Hair, Fentimans and HootSuite.

2009-2012

Canada
A Dalik Production Company, Independent Consultant
Highlights include managing the launch activities of ABSOLUT®
VANCOUVER, a limited edition vodka product; Designing a range
of on-trade tap handles for award-winning microbrewery Howe
Sound Brewing.

2010-2011

The Antidote Marketing Agency, General Manager
Highlights include directing and producing a series of films for
ABSOLUT® vodka; Art direction and packaging design for
award-winning microbrew Howe Sound Lager; Sourcing an
Italian-based manufacturer to produce a custom-designed,
hand-rolled, 100% silk chiffon scarf for F-Cancer.

Education
2012-2013
2008
2001-2006

Languages

Canada

Canada

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Macquarie University
Master of International Business
The University of British Columbia
Bachelor of Arts in Geography and Film Studies
English, French (basic)

Contact
dalik.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Australia
Canada
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Benedict
Reimann
German
profile
I embrace change as an opportunity. Driven by curiosity it is my passion to achieve excellence through
cooperation and partnerships. As a consultant I developed a broad understanding of the automotive
and logistics industry. I have a proven track record for implementing change and communication
strategies across EMEA within complex organisations.

OBJECTIVE
To make a difference by visionary thinking and discovering hidden potential; to be involved in
challenging ventures and tasks in the fields of marketing and business development.

Country

Work Experience
2011-2012

Self-employed Consultant
Change Management for a language school: development of
a bankable business plan, implementation of the marketing
strategy, recruiting and budget control.
Corporate Communications for automotive suppliers.

GB
Germany

2008-2011

Cohn & Wolfe Public Relations, Consultant
Account lead and budget control for international clients from
the automotive and logistics industry. Development and
implementation of communications campaigns, brand
positioning and product launches.

Germany

2007-2008

Leipziger & Partner Public Relations, Junior Consultant
Account lead for an international automotive supplier.
Project management and new business development for
clients from the automotive industry.

Germany

2005-2006

Platform PR, PR Executive
Responsible for press relations in Scotland for clients from the
IT and banking industry.

GB

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1999-2005

Universities of Leipzig and Bamberg
Master of Arts in Communications, German Language and
History of Arts

Germany

Languages

German, English, French (basic)

Contact
reimann.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Bethany
Bajgier
American
profile
A global team leader with a proven record of successful multi-national product launches. Strong
background in sourcing, negotiation, budgeting, risk management and vendor relationship
development. Experience in global product regulation with an analytical background in biochemical
research.

OBJECTIVE
My passion is to create meaningful, sustainable change in the world.

Work Experience

Country

2010-2012

The Yankee Candle Co., Regulatory Compliance Specialist
Global product development, regulation and risk management.
Experience with FDA and EU GHS/REACH regulations.

USA

2009-2010

The Yankee Candle Co., Associate Project Manager
Global team management of product development, budget
definition, supply chain strategy, cost and process optimization,
and vendor relationship development.

USA

2008-2009

The Yankee Candle Co., Associate Product Developer
Global product sourcing, development, cost negotiation, life
cycle mangement, and vendor relationship management.

USA

2007-2008

The Yankee Candle Co.
Production Planner/Materials Coordinator
Procurement of raw materials and supply chain management
of finished goods.

USA

Education
2012-2013
1999-2003
1995-1999

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
State University of New York, Stony Brook
Master of Philosophy in Biochemistry
Albright College
Bachelor of Science in Biology
English, French

Contact
bajgier.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
USA
USA
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Chiara
Ercole
Italian
profile
I am a highly committed individual with international experience across different business areas,
ranging from marketing to product development and project management. I have very good analytical
and interpersonal skills, combined with great passion and perseverance in what I do.

OBJECTIVE
I am looking for a challenging and rewarding management position in a dynamic company where I will
get the opportunity to grow and continuously enhance my leadership skills.

Country

Work Experience
2009-2012

F.lli Saclà S.p.A, Project manager
Responsible for several projects within new product
development, packaging solutions and strategic marketing.

Italy

2008-2009

Saclà UK LTD, Analyst/Sales Assistant
Collaborating with senior key account manager to provide
category management insight, market analysis and analytical
support.

UK

2004-2005

Internship: Mediobanca  (Resarch Office)

Italy

Education
2012-2013
2011-2012
2002-2008

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Università Politecnica delle Marche
Master in Vegetarian Nutrition and Dietetics
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore of Milan
Master and Bachelor of Science in Economics
Italian, English, Spanish, Danish

Contact
ercole.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Italy
Italy
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Clara
Correia
Portuguese
profile
Result-oriented and self-motivated finance professional with eleven years of experience, mainly in the
accounting area. Ability to work and deliver results in challenging work environments and to train and
develop teams towards the achievement of common goals.

OBJECTIVE
Building on previous experiences, continue to develop as a professional in the finance area and
increase adaptability levels in order to enhance the ability to work in different business environments.

Work Experience

Country

2008-2011

CEEA – Centro de Estudos Estratégicos de Angola
Head of Accounting Department
Responsible for creating an Accounting Department to provide
accounting services to companies of a wide range of industries.

2006-2008

CTE – Consórcio Técnico Eleitoral, Accountant in the Finance Angola
and Accounting Unit
Responsible for keeping monthly accounting and validation of
current accounts for the consortium chosen by the Angolan
Government to make the electoral registry for the 2008 elections.

2001-2006

Tecnocarro, Head of Accounting
Responsible for keeping monthly accounting. Financial
management of the resort where all expats lived. Took part
in the year-end closing operations and in the reorganization of
the Finance Department of two other companies owned by
Tecnocarro. Took part in providing management control reports
for projects related to road rehabilitation and construction of
several infrastructures.

Education
2012-2013
2006-2007
1995-2000

Languages

Angola

Angola

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Católica Lisbon School of Business & Economics
Advanced Management Program for Executives
Católica Lisbon School of Business & Economics
Licentiate Degree in Business Administration & Management
Portuguese, English, French, Spanish

Contact
correia.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Portugal
Portugal
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Dana
Rulf
Swiss
profile
I have strong interpersonal and communication skills, developed through international assignments.
My excellent understanding of the wealth management value chain combined with proven acquisition
competence, responsiveness to customers' needs and tenacity for issue resolution make me a results
oriented, enthusiastic team player with a flair for leading and enabling people.

OBJECTIVE
Capitalize on 14 years of experience in the financial services industry in Switzerland, Russia, Central
and Eastern Europe. I strive for a challenge with international exposure in an organisation which values
people over processes.

Country

Work Experience
2011

UBS AG
Representative for International Wealth Management
Identified, prospected and acquired Wealth Management clients
in Hungary by building up and maintaining a solid network
among wealthy individuals, entrepreneurs and key people of
leading law firms and Mergers & Acquisition companies.

Hungary

2006-2011

Relationship Manager, International Wealth Management
Focussing on Russia and CIS, I retained, developed and
acquired relationships with high net worth private individuals.
I grew successfully the assets under management and
increased the return for both client and bank. I travelled
frequently and gained in-depth knowledge of regulatory
frameworks, cross-border banking and risk management.
I had full responsibility as Deputy Line Manager for a
multinational team.

Switzerland

1998-2006

Cash Desk Consultant in Swiss retail banking and Assistant in
International Wealth Management.
Internship with UBS AG in Moscow.

Switzerland/
Russia

Education
2012-2013
2002-2003
1998-2004

Languages
Contact
rulf.13@mba.cbs.dk

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Charles University in Prague
Two-term scholarship for Master thesis
University of Zurich
Master of Arts in Media Science
German, English, Russian, Czech, French, Danish (basic)

Denmark
Czech Rep.
Switzerland
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Daniela
Lück
German
profile
Open minded, self-driven, goal oriented and efficient professional. I bring 12 years of R&D experience
in an international environment, including leading projects and teams, customer and supplier
relationship management, software development, requirements management and solution creation.

OBJECTIVE
Seeking for a challenging position where I can leverage my technical skills and managerial knowledge.
I am especially interested in the renewable energy sector as well as sustainable and environment
oriented businesses.

Work Experience

Country

2011-2013

Nokia – Denmark
Senior Architect / System Design Specialist
Architecture and system design responsible for requirements
management, support, solutions and deliveries for all operators
in Europe, Middle East and Africa.

Denmark

2009-2011

Nokia – Denmark
Software Architect / System Design Specialist
Responsible for end-to-end architecture and system design in
local connectivity area (USB, Bluetooth, WLAN, UMA, NFC, IP,
Networking…) in S40 platform.

Denmark

2008-2009

Nokia – Denmark
Senior Software Design Engineer
UI SW development, mostly in local connectivity area.

Denmark

2001-2008

Nokia – Germany
Software Design Engineer
SW development (architecture, design, implementation,
verification) in high-level protocols as well as driver level SW
in many connectivity areas on the S40 platform.

Germany

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1994-2001

University of Dortmund
(Dipl.-Ing.) MSc Electrical Engineering

Germany

Languages

German, Croatian, Serbian, Bosnian, English, Danish (basic)

Contact
luck.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Diego
Garcia Santiago
Spanish
profile
Great sense of sacrifice and commitment to targets and professional responsibilities, combined with
strong skills of leadership and performance.

OBJECTIVE
With solid expertise in three different business areas such as International Business Development,
European Affairs and Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability, I would like to focus and
develop my future career in corporate sustainability consulting.

Country

Work Experience
2011-2012

Madrid Region PR to the EU (Brussels)
Project Manager – Senior Policy Officer

Belgium

2010

AYESA International (Brussels), Market Analyst
International Business Development

Belgium

2009

Madrid Region PR to the EU (Brussels), Junior Policy Officer
International Business Development

Belgium

2008-2007

ACCENTURE (Madrid), Analyst
SAP - Management Consulting

Spain

Education
2012-2013
2008
2007

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
C.E.C.O. Madrid
Master in Enterprises Internationalization
Universidad Carlos III Madrid, Baccalaureate in Business
Administration and Management. Baccalaureate in Law
Spanish, French, English, Italian, Dutch

Contact
garcia.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Spain
Spain
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Edin
Alisic
Swedish / Bosnian
profile
Experienced and business oriented engineer with extensive knowledge in software development
management. My primary focus so far has been on continuous improvement of business,
development and delivery processes. Well established analytical skills and genuine interest in people
combined with my ambitious nature resulted in fast track career development at Nokia. Focused,
ambitious and selfmotivated with passion for difference between good and great.

OBJECTIVE
A position in an inspiring and dynamic organisation where my hard work and entrepreneurial mindset
would make a difference and help company to achieve success.

Work Experience

Country

2010-2013

NOKIA, Delivery Hub Manager
Continuous integration roll out and release responsible in
department of 180 engineers.

Denmark

2009-2010

NOKIA, Operator, Specific Test Management
Identifying weak areas and gaps in testing.

Denmark

2008-2009

NOKIA, Test Ware Feature Expert
Responsible for test ware and trial certification.

Denmark

2006-2008

NOKIA, SW Design Engineer
Development and reference point for design and architecture
for one application.

Denmark

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1999-2005

Lund University, Faculty of Engineering
Master of Science, Electrical Engineering

Sweden

Languages

English, Swedish, Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian

Contact
alisic.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Evelina
Poumpalova
Bulgarian
profile
Experienced professional in commercial real estate development and complex project management,
trained under and worked with US and EU standards and companies; highly motivated and
trustworthy, dedicated and resourceful problem solver, energetic and thriving in international
environments.

OBJECTIVE
I am interested in a managerial position in management consulting, operations, business development
and strategy where I can implement my expertise and be challenged by new learning opportunities.

Country

Work Experience
2012

Professional Education Organization International
Online volunteer for MIT math project

2007-2011

Landmark Property Management, Project Manager,
promoted to Operations Manager
Main areas of expertise: business development, portfolio,
performance and risk management, energy efficiency, strategy
implementation, negotiations, supply chain, tender
administration, profitability analysis, acquisitions.

2006-2007

Detea Group, Commercia Bulgaria, Project Manager
Retail Park Sofia, size 300.000 sq.m., budget € 150 mln.

2002-2006

Bulgarian American Enterprise Fund, Property Manager
Asset management, procurement, due diligence, market
research, contract negotiation, budget preparation.

2001-2002

Freelance interpreter

2001

Manager of a private architectural practice

1999-2000

International Fair Plovdiv, Expert
Organized fair participation and logistics in Bulgaria and Iraq
with focus on machine engineering companies.

1997-1998

Jones Lang LaSalle, Financial Analyst
Developed financial statements and forecast models.

Education

Bulgaria

USA

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1994-1997

Mount Holyoke College
Bachelor of Arts degree in Mathematics and Political science

USA

Languages

Bulgarian, English, French, Russian, Spanish, Danish

Contact
poumpalova.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Eveline Merja
Zeller
Swiss / Finnish
profile
I am a management consultant with an in-depth knowledge of the Swiss banking industry and local
businesses in the Greater Zurich area. I am an energetic person with strong communication skills who
is passionate about creating feasible solutions in close collaboration with a team. Leading a non-profit
organisation of 150 people as club president, I have gained hands-on leadership experience and
proven to perform best when being challenged.

OBJECTIVE
I am seeking a position as a Business Development or Sales Manager in the service industry in
Northern Europe.

Work Experience

Country

2009-2012

shiftTHINK GmbH, Management Consultant
I consulted companies in the Swiss banking industry in sales,
product management, and marketing and communications. I
was a project manager overseeing change in progress; it was
also my responsibility to win new consultancy clients.

Switzerland

2005-2009

Zurich Cantonal Bank, Client Relationship Manager
I consulted corporate clients regarding their payment
procedures, day-to-day banking and electronic interfaces.
Furthermore, I was in charge of attracting new corporate clients.

Switzerland

2008-2010

Aemtler Bühne, President and Chairwoman of the Club
In this position I recruited and hired stage directors, stage
designers, costume designers and musicians. Representing the
club to external stakeholders, I introduced new sponsoring, fund
raising and marketing concepts. In this role I led an organization
of 150 members, turning it around from near bankruptcy into a
stable financial position.

Switzerland

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1998-2005

University of Zurich
Master of Arts in English language and literature,
Business Administration and Computational Linguistics

Switzerland

Languages

German, English, French, Danish (basic), Finnish (basic)

Contact
zeller.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Faisal
Al Amro
Saudi Arabian
profile
Highly accomplished, result driven with demonstrated record in analyzing and managing complex
projects, developing customized telecommunication solutions, leading task force teams and driving
business improvement. I effectively interact with technical teams and key stakeholders across the
organization. Proficient at identifying potential risks and offering alternative solutions.

OBJECTIVE
To continue working at management level where I can overlook projects (programs) in an organization.
I have thorough knowledge of the telecommunication industry, including network technologies, market
and business propositions. I would also be interested in the banking sector and management consulting.

Country

Work Experience
2008-2012

Etihad-Etisalat (mobily), Corporate Business Analysis
Supervisor
Managed business analysis functions for new projects
throughout the entire IT landscape. Acted as a point of contact
with external departments such as marketing, sales, HR and
finance for gathering business requirements. Managed
projects starting from initial analysis and requirement
gathering phase until test and full commercial launch.
Represented company in negotiations with partner operators,
vendors and key customers.

Saudi Arabia

2006-2008

Etihad-Etisalat (mobily), IT-Billing Systems Developer
Worked as part of a team responsible for customizing Oracle
Billing and Revenue Management system (BRM) using APIs.
Developed shell scripts for monitoring billing system
performance. Assigned offshore tasks in Bangalore, India,
to work with consultants on building new system components
and customizations based on company’s needs. Acted as first
point of contact with Oracle support team.

Saudi Arabia

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2000-2006

King Saud University
Bachelor in Computer Science

Saudi Arabia

Languages

English and Arabic

Contact
amro.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Frank
Bentschap Knook
Dutch
profile
Through my experience practicing as a lawyer in the field of international mergers and acquisitions,
I have developed a strong sense of perspective and ability to think of creative solutions even when
under (time) pressure. This earned me a reputation of being a respected and trusted adviser among
clients and team members. I have a hands-on and competitive mentality and I always strive to get the
best out of my team by motivating, coaching and encouraging others to use and develop their talents.

OBJECTIVE
To combine my legal proficiency and managerial skills in negotiations, strategic management and
private equity.

Work Experience

Country

2006-2012

Stibbe, Corporate Lawyer and Civil-law Notary
I advised private equity firms, listed, and family owned
companies on mergers and acquisitions, initial public offerings,
(corporate and financial) restructuring and corporate governance
issues.

The
Netherlands

2011

Gleiss Lutz, Foreign Associate
My role as a secondee to the corporate team comprised of
giving legal advice on corporate restructuring, contracts and a
lecture about comparative legal issues in the Dutch market.

Germany

2009

Herbert Smith, Foreign Associate
My role as a secondee to the US capital markets team included
drafting prospectus for rights issues and open offers.

United
Kingdom

2001-2002

Member of the Board for the legal faculty at the Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam
On the board I represented students’ interests to the legal
faculty.

The
Netherlands

Education
2012-2013
2005-2006
1998-2004

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
University of Stellenbosch
Master in Mercantile Law
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Bachelor and Master in Dutch Private Law and Notarial Law
Dutch, English, Afrikaans and German (intermediate)

Contact
bentschapknook.13@mba.cbs.dk			
			

Denmark
South Africa
The
Netherlands
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Gomathi
Sivasankaran
Indian
profile
Certified Public Accountant (United States) and Post Graduate in Corporate Secretaryship with 12+
years of experience in diversified financial services. Experienced in handling financial accounting and
reporting (process & system) transitions /improvements /projects pertaining to organizations in USA
and UK.

OBJECTIVE
To enable smooth transition of financial accounting and reporting related processes between various
generally accepted accounting practices. To utilize my professional qualification, experience and
expertise to improve the quality of and, at the same time, simplify the procedures involved in
preparation and analysis of financial statements.

Country

Work Experience
2010-2012

Novartis Healthcare Private Limited, Senior Analyst –
Managed Market Finance
Responsible for adjudicating rebates of Managed Care
organizations that are under a contractual relationship with
Novartis Pharmaceutical Corporation, USA.

India

2007-2010

HSBC – Global Resourcing, Assistant Manager – Global
Finance Operations
Responsible for managing a team that works on
re-classification journals, intercompany reconciliations,
trading inventory and debts of HSBC Markets USA per
US GAAP and international accounting standards.

India

2004-2007

Accenture Financial Services, Process Analyst – Financial
Services
Responsible for general ledger, inventory accounting and
inter-company reconciliations for the operations control.

India

2003-2004

GE Countrywide Financial Services, Process Executive –
Consumer Durable, Car & Personal Loans
Responsible for handling receipt entries of 8 agencies reporting
to GE and zonal collection reports of entire South Zone, India.

India

2000-2003

Shankers’ Academy, Counselor and Centre In-Charge –
Accounting Software Training Centre
Responsible for managing a small-scale training center.

India

Education
2012-2013

Country

1998-2000
1995-1998

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
National Association of State Board of Accountancy
Certified Public Accountant
Alagappa University, Master of Corporate Secretaryship
University of Madras, Bachelor of Arts,Corporate Secretaryship

Languages

English, Tamil, Telugu, Hindi and Danish (Basic)

2008-2009

Contact
sivasankaran.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
USA
India
India
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Guilherme Kurt
Alves Agricola
German / Brazilian
profile
Dynamic, confident, and multi-cultured professional with over 8 years of work experience in Engineering,
particularly focused on the water-treatment business. Extensive international experience, having already
lived and worked in Brazil, France, Germany and Denmark. Independent and team-player, creative
problem solver and excellent analytical skills.

OBJECTIVE
A developing leadership role in an international environment.

Work Experience

Country

2010-2012

Germany
Passavant-Roediger GmbH, Tender Manager
Tender Manager for design & build and turnkey projects for water
and waste-water treatment stations. Completely international
environment, having dealed with clients from Colombia, Turkey,
France, India, North-Africa and the Middle-East.

2008-2010

Degrémont S.A., Tender Engineer
Team member of a group of engineers responsible for answering
water-treatment station tenders worldwide. Particular focus was
given to Central and South America.

France

2005-2010

Degrémont to Brasil Ltda, Tender Engineer
Team member of a group of engineers responsible for answering
water-treatment station tenders for the Brazilian market.

Brazil

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1999-2004

Escola de Engenharia Mauá
Chemical Engineer

Brazil

Languages

Portuguese, German, English, French, Spanish

Contact
alves.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Hrafn
Stefánsson
Icelandic
profile
I am an ambitious and innovative professional with a diverse managerial background in operations,
advertising, communications, marketing and entrepreneurship. I have developed strong managerial
and leadership skills by successfully leading teams in various industries.

OBJECTIVE
To pursue a managerial career in a company with international outlook where I can utilize my
experience, leadership skills and innovative mind-set to drive and sustain growth.

Country

Work Experience
2010-2012

Stefánsson & Stefánsson, Cofounder and CEO
Having cofounded the advertising agency Stefánsson &
Stefánsson, I supervised daily operations, finance, creative
production, customer relations and the acquisition of new
clients.

Iceland

2009-2010

Ó! Advertising, CEO
I supervised daily operations, finance, stakeholder relations
and the acquisition of new clients.

Iceland

2008-2009

Ó! Advertising, Head of Accounts / Copywriter

Iceland

2006-2008

Domino’s Pizza Iceland, COO
I supervised daily operations as well as long term planning of
growth and business opportunities. I had 17 direct reports and
the company employed over 400 people. Further I managed
PR, marketing and advertising, insurance and communications
with partners in Iceland and Domino’s Pizza International.

Iceland

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2002-2005

University of Iceland
Bachelor of Arts in Political Science

Iceland

Languages

Icelandic, Danish and English

Contact
stefansson.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Iryna
Drobysheva
Canadian
profile
A highly motivated, creative and ambitious professional with strong communication and interpersonal
skills. I am analytical, well organized and able to generate results independently and as part of a team.

OBJECTIVE
Looking for a challenging position in management consulting or strategy department where I can make
a difference by leveraging my experience and education.

Work Experience

Country

2008-2012

Scotia Capital Inc., Investment Associate
Responsible for managing a portfolio over $160M in assets.
Investment and cash flow strategies.
Financial planning along with solution strategies.
Overlooking and training support staff.
Monitoring clients’ financial picture and proactively engaging
clients in portfolio improvement.

Canada

2007-2008

Scotia Capital Inc., Administrative Associate
Organizing client/prospect seminars and presentations.
Trade execution including bulk equity trades.
Product and market research.
Recipient of Scotiabank Group Annual Best of the Best Award.

Canada

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2002-2007

York University
Honors BA, Business and Society, Economics and Psychology
Certificate in Spanish Proficiency

Canada

Languages

English, Russian, Spanish, Ukrainian

Contact
drobysheva.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Jack
Langworthy
American
profile
•
•
•
•

High performer: My numerous leadership roles stem from reliable and quality performance
Salesmanship: I am extroverted and personable and thrive selling the right services
Strategic market analysis: Extensive experience navigating through competitive markets
Financial analysis: Good with numbers, studied mathematics in undergrad and finance in MBA

OBJECTIVE
A long term career in business development that utilizes my interpersonal and project management
skills

Country

Work Experience
2011-2012

Cheetah Development, Financial Compliance Officer
• Functioned as compliance manager for USAID/ CDC
awards which enabled the company access to millions of
dollars in grant awards
• Devised strategy with CEO and operated as CEO’s liaison
during his regular work-related absences
• Established communication and mobile money payment
systems for rural farmer cooperatives which minimized
costs and expedited logistical lead time in a harsh business
environment

Tanzania/ USA

2009-2011

US Peace Corps, Business Consultant and Educator
• Handled the investment of funds to establish grain baking
venture; its operation continues to provide added income to
local farmers and discounted food for schools
• Trained new classes of PCVs in cultural adjustment,
business development and grain banking
• Elected Peace Corps Tanzania President; established
strategies on behalf of volunteers with management and
coordinated nation-wide strategy

Tanzania/ USA

2008

Grassroots Campaigns Inc., Campaign Manager
• Led teams of fundraisers for the 2008 election of
Barack Obama

Los Angeles
CA, USA

Education
2012-2013
2011
2003-2007

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Center for Development Excellence
Certificate of Financial Management for USAID/CDC Awards
St. John’s College, Santa Fe
Bachelors of Arts
English, Kiswahili, Spanish, beginners Danish and French

Contact
langworthy.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Tanzania
USA
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Joseph
Robertson
American
profile
I am an innovation-oriented manager with a track record for enabling simple, but effective solutions
via motivating my teams. I have overcome tough obstacles with reflection, a strong work-ethic and
disciplined focus on the goal. I am excited to apply new knowledge and experience from the CBS
MBA to new challenges.

OBJECTIVE
A position as a team leader or project manager in a company that fulfills an important need in the
world and offers opportunity for development. My preference is to stay in Denmark.

Work Experience

Country

2008-2012

US Air Force, Logistics Readiness Officer (Progressed in rank
to Captain)
Led over 250 people as commander in various logistics
functions:
• Warehouse Management – Received, stored and issued
55,000 line items of aircraft materiel.
• Distribution – Moved 60,000 short tons of cargo and
16,000 people by air and ground.
• Logistics Plans – Coordinated deployment functions for
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.
• Fuels Management – Received, stored and issued 6 million
gallons of jet fuel per year.

USA,
Afghanistan

2005-2006

CSU Stanislaus Student Union Board of Directors, Finance
Chairman
Led committee responsible for writing $5 million budget. As part
of the Executive Committee helped shape the Board’s vision as
well as personnel decisions.

USA

Education
2012-2013
2008-2010
2004-2007

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
University of Oklahoma
Master of Arts in International Relations
California State University Stanislaus
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
English, Danish (Basic)

Contact
robertson.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
USA
USA
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Joy
Hunhammer
Norwegian
profile
Highly accomplished, confident and result driven Senior HR Advisor. With 11 years of experience from
various positions in the banking industry, I have learned to work with all parts of the business and
have a broad range of competencies. I am passionate about the customer, employee and leader
experience, and coaching people to reach their potential.

OBJECTIVE
Seeking a challenging position in a global company where my leadership experience and knowledge
together with my customer focus can help me make a difference.

Country

Work Experience
2009-present

Sparebanken Vest, Senior HR Advisor
Responsible for the company’s training, development and
competency strategy. In charge of the bank’s membership in
the National Authorization of Financial Advisors program.
Project manager for organizational integration in M&As.

Norway

2010-2012

Sparebanken Vest Jonsvoll (New HQ), Project Manager
Workplace, Organizational Change and User Involvement.
Responsible for organizational development, change and
integration in a building project. This included planning for
workplaces, interior and user involvement.

Norway

2006-2009

Sparebanken Vest, Branch Manager
Main responsibilities were budgeting, sales and results for one
of the biggest branches in the Retail Market Division. I had the
overall responsibility for 10 employees and a total of assets
over NOK 3 billion.

Norway

2004-2006

Sparebanken Vest, Team Leader and Financial Advisor

Norway

2002-2004

Sparebanken Vest, Team Leader, Customer Services

Norway

Education
2012-2013
2007-2010
2000-2003

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Norwegian Business School
Bachelor of Management
University of Bergen
Diploma in Work Psychology
Norwegian, English, Thai

Contact
hunhammer.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Norway
Norway
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Kanupriya
Sharma
American
profile

I am an M.D. with an analytical mindset, excellent critical thinking, problem solving ability and
substantial understanding of all phases of clinical trial design and process. My international experience
allows me the luxury of being a versatile communicator with the ability to cultivate relationships with
key opinion leaders and clearly present information in a manner understandable to various professional
and lay audiences. In addition to being a highly organized self-starter, detail orientation with strong
leadership, delegation and negotiation skills are my solid strengths.

OBJECTIVE

Seeking a challenging consultant role in a dynamic organization where I may effectively apply my skills.

Work Experience

Country

2009-2012

Optimal Existence, Healthcare Consultant
Conducted leadership programs on nutritional counseling and
habit reform.
Met client needs through custom designed group and individual
health programs.

USA

2009

Guidepoint Global Advisors, Healthcare Project Manager
Effectively led teams that executed analysis of quantitative and
qualitative data.
Coordinated and developed relationships with key opinion
leaders to best fit client needs.

USA

2007-2008

Glaucoma Associates of New York, Clinical Trials Manager
Successfully managed multiple studies working with private and
public granting organizations.
Trained internal and external study personnel in study specific
procedures.
Developed detailed study outlines while monitoring and ensuring
medical and scientific input in study reports.

USA

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2005

Medical University of Silesia
Doctorate of Medicine

Poland

Languages

English, German (basic)

Contact
sharma.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Kristian
Milne
British / Danish
profile
Working with a range of types of data to design and present strategies that will deliver results; I have
focused on developing abilities in analysis, strategy development and problem solving. Working on
identifying opportunities to drive growth, add value and develop the strategy.

OBJECTIVE
I aspire to work as a consultant to develop strategy, through all the steps in the process from inception
to implementation. I am driven to deliver measurable results that add value and develop sustainable
change for the better.

Country

Work Experience
2012

The Learning Center (Tutorial College), Marketing Manager
During this six month contract I was responsible for the
marketing strategy for a leading tutorial college. I had to very
quickly develop an understanding of a new market and culture.
This resulted in the school being over subscribed for the next
term.

China

2011-2012

Ruskin Mill Trust (Educational Trust), Strategic Consultant
I analysed the special needs educational marketplace. This
allowed me to identify the strengths and weaknesses of this
organisation and develop a strategy of diversification to
combat the shrinking of their funding pools. This entailed
uncovering new markets and formulating a strategy to capture
this potential.

UK

2010-2011

Kantar WorldPanel (Market Research), Category Analyst
This entailed becoming an expert in the consumer fashion
market and analysing market trends and opportunities.
By forecasting change I enabled clients to outperform their
competitors, thus making them able to fully understand
their market place.

UK

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2006-2009

University of Leeds
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Communication Studies

UK

Languages

English, Danish and Mandarin Chinese (basic)

Contact
milne.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Luke
Bywaters
British
profile
An open-minded, collaborative value-creator. Possessing broad experience in change management,
negotiation, relationship and performance management – from both internal and external projects.
A creative lean six-sigma advocate, with demonstrable and substantial success in financial and
environmental project delivery.

OBJECTIVE
To contribute to, and learn from a role in industry which enables me to inspire and deliver change
whilst working to exceed challenging objectives and promote transparency.

Work Experience

Country

2011-2012

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Commodity Manager
Indian Custom Manufacturing

UK / India

2010-2011

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Commodity Manager
Global Petrochemicals

UK

2009-2010

GlaxosmithKline (GSK), Commodity Buyer – Chemicals

UK

2008-2009

Amazon.co.uk, Retail Buyer – Sports & Leisure

UK

2007-2008

Bunzl plc, Buyer – Retail Supplies

UK

2006-2007

Bunzl plc, Assistant Buyer

UK

2005-2006

Bunzl plc, Supply Chain Planner

UK

2003-2004

Golf Destinations, Operations Manager

USA

Education
2012-2013
2005-2008
2001-2005

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
The Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply
Qualified as member, awarded the CIPS graduate diploma
University of West England, Bristol
BA (hons) Business Studies
English, French (basic)

Contact
bywaters.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
UK
UK
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Martin
Paulsen
German
profile
Pragmatic and motivating manager with extensive intercultural experience and educated philosophical
analyst. I bring experience with managing services in an internationally working German organization,
including governmental cooperation, business partnerships in 26 countries, and customer relationships.
My strength is a holistic approach and leadership skills that include excellent understanding of all business
perspectives. Member of the Danish minority in Germany. Married, two children.

OBJECTIVE
Strive for a managing position in a meaningful internationally cooperating company where I can bring in my
intellectual and analytical energy and leadership skills.

Country

Work Experience
2009-2012

Experiment e.V. Bonn, Program Manager
Managing all aspects of volunteering services. My
responsibilities included implementation of pre- and
post-volunteering seminars, workshops for assemblies,
advanced training courses for former volunteers, and
collaboration with German Ministry Programs.
Successfully organized and implemented international
conferences in Germany and Mexico to integrate our
international partner organizations and improve and develop
new programs, further I evaluated, improved, and established
new volunteering programs by visiting partners in South Africa,
Nepal, Ghana, and Thailand.

Germany

2007-2009

InWEnt Capacity Building International
Lead Facilitator, Facilitator and Intern
Led international groups for the preparation of internships in
Africa and Asia. Joined the program as intern in Mozambique.

Germany,
Poland, France,
Czech Rep.,
Mozambique

2001-2003

Action Reconciliation Service for Peace, ASF e.V.
Volunteer. Led a youth club in Volgograd and volunteered at
the NGO, Memorial, in Saint Petersburg.

Russia

Education
2012-2013
2006-2009
2005-2006
2003-2005

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Humboldt University, Berlin
Ural State University A.M. Gorky, Yekaterinburg
Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz
Master of Arts in Philosophy and Russian Philology
German, Danish, English, Russian, Portuguese

Contact
paulsen.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Germany
Russia
Germany
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Mireia
Fontarnau Vilaró
Spanish
profile
I am a highly motivated and committed professional with a strong passion for taking on new
challenges. I learn at every opportunity. I have extensive experience in designing, commissioning,
and technical negotiations within the cement industry. I am methodical, practical and focused on
achieving objectives by promoting a climate of enthusiasm.

OBJECTIVE
To pursue a challenging career in a global organization that has a focus on business development,
strategic thinking and international business, where I can leverage my previous engineering experience
along with my MBA education.

Work Experience

Country

2012(on leave)

FLSmidth A/S, Process Manager
I oversaw the execution from a process design perspective of
four major projects in Russia, Thailand and Uruguay.

Denmark

2011-2012

FLSmidth Private Limited, Process Manager
I was in charge of the process design of several international
cement plant projects. This included in-house coordination with
sales and project execution, plant design and working closely
together with clients to find the optimal solution. I was also
responsible for plant audits, optimization studies and training
clients.

India

2006-2011

FLSmidth A/S, Process Engineer
I designed cement plants and negotiated the performance
guarantees with customers. I also took part in technical sales
discussions with clients. I commissioned cement plants in
Spain and Bolivia. Worldwide work exposure includes: Algeria,
Argentina, Cuba, Egypt, Iran, Ireland, Senegal, Thailand, Tunisia,
Turkey and Uruguay.

Denmark

2005-2006

Hempel A/S, Researcher
I researched the kinetics of epoxy paint systems. The resulting
work was published and used by the company.

Denmark

Education
2012-2013
2004-2006
2001-2006

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Technical University of Denmark
Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
Polytechnical University of Catalonia
Master and Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Catalan, Spanish, English, Danish, French (med.), Hindi (basic)

Contact
fontarnau.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Denmark
Spain
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Murali
Rajendran
Indian
profile
I am an organized, deadline-oriented and solution-driven professional who enjoys working in
multi-national and multi-cultural teams. I have 7 years of experience in IT solutions development
and developed expertise in software design and software development management.

OBJECTIVE
I aspire to take on leadership roles where I can utilize the skills gained from the MBA, complemented
by my professional background.

Country

Work Experience
2009-2012

TATA Consultancy Services, Technical Lead
Responsible for leading the development effort of a web based
application software which is used for tracking household
shopping survey data. Coordinated the development efforts
with quality assurance and deployment teams for successful
project execution.

India

2006-2008

Wipro Technologies, Senior Software Developer
Responsible for requirements gathering and high level design
of Graphical User Interface application for High Definition
Digital  Versatile Player (HDVD) for Japanese consumer
electronics customer.

India/Japan

2005-2006

Wipro Technologies, Software Developer
Responsible for low level design, coding and unit testing of
Graphical User Interface application for Internet based Set Top
Box and Linux based smart phones for US customers.

India

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2001-2005

Anna University
Bachelor of Technology (Information Technology)

India

Languages

English, Hindi, Tamil

Contact
rajendran.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Pankaj
Sharma
Indian
profile
A mechatronics engineer with strong analytical, engineering, IT and project management background
having eight years of experience as an engineer in service/product design, integration, modelling and
analysis.

OBJECTIVE
To seek a strategic business development role where I can leverage my product development
experience to complement the business profile with my strong technical background.

Work Experience

Country

2011-2012

Linak A/S, Project leader, Mechanical R&D
Led a project team for the development of a new product.
Consulted B2B customers on design for facilitating the
integration of Linak solutions into their products.

Denmark

2008-2011

Linak A/S, Development Engineer, Mechanical R&D
Used the principles of design-for-manufacturing and designfor-assembly in developing new products for the company.
Worked closely with the production and testing departments.

Denmark

2007-2008

Danfoss, Intern & Final Project, Electronics R&D, Heating
Successfully developed and delivered an electronic diagnostic
tool for the Danfoss heating product portfolio.

Denmark

2002-2004

Comsat Max Ltd., IT System Administrator, Data Center
Implemented an open source resource usage and monitoring
system. Managed a diverse range of IT systems.

India

1998-2001

Cyber (Internet) Café business, Owner
Grew the business organically by financing two infrastructure
upgrades/expansions in three years

India

Education
2012-2013
2004-2008
1999-2002

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
University of Southern Denmark
Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Bachelor of Computer Applications
Danish (Fluent), English (Fluent), Hindi (Fluent)

Contact
pankaj_sharma.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Denmark
India
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Pantelis
Colakis
Greek / American
profile
Self-motivated professional with entrepreneurial spirit and experience. Accomplished financial analyst
in a team-oriented, fast paced environment. Self-starter in a variety of industries while knowledgeable
about global trends and strategy. Fast learner and adaptable in any situation.

OBJECTIVE
Seeking a role in a dynamic, entrepreneurial team with high ambitions and sustainable approach.
Learning at every opportunity for the benefit of the organization and society.

Country

Work Experience
2007-2011

Wall Street Access, Merger Analyst
Analyzed announced mergers and acquisitions from a
regulatory, financial, legal, and operational perspective to
recommend potential investment strategies to hedge fund
clients. Evaluated regulatory risks to transactions,
reviewing past similar transactions to establish antitrust
approval timeframes and potential legal issues encountered
in mergers. Contributed research for reports disseminated
to client base, including antitrust/regulatory analysis, financial
modelling and investment recommendations.

USA

2007-2009

West 43rd Design, Co-founder
Started and developed interior design firm targeted at students
redesigning their home for a low budget.

USA

2005-2007

Sindose, Co-founder
Developed business plan with two other classmates at Boston
University describing an apparel company targeted towards
Hispanic-Americans living in major urban centers in the eastern
United States.

USA

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2003-2007

Boston University
Bachelor of Science, Business Administration

USA

Languages

English, Greek, Spanish, French, German

Contact
colakis.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Paul
Herholz
German
profile
I am a committed, curious and open-minded individual, which has enabled me to adapt to different
cultures. I appreciate analytical thinking, communicating and leading teams from diverse backgrounds.
Having worked in fast paced, consumer-driven industries I learned to rapidly recognize and select the
best business opportunities.

OBJECTIVE
I strive for a managerial position within a globally operating organization where I can leverage my skills
and knowledge developed through my MBA and my previous international work experience.

Work Experience

Country

2012

PAUL HARTMANN AG
Interim Project
I worked under the Chief Compliance Officer administrating
and further implementing the Compliance Management System
within the group and its 30 international subsidiaries.

2011

Malaysia
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group, Kuala Lumpur
Department Head
I managed the restructuring project of Mandarin Oriental’s fine
dining restaurant and bar in Kuala Lumpur, after which it received
an award of excellence at the Malaysia International Gourmet
Festival 2011.

2007-2011

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group, London
Food and Beverage Management
I worked in different managerial positions within Mandarin
Oriental’s entity in London. I gained leadership skills by
managing, motivating and training teams of up to 70 members.
Key highlights include project management experience by joining
the management team in opening the award-winning restaurant
Bar Boulud, London.

Education
2012-2013
2006
2003-2006

Languages

Germany

United
Kingdom

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Northwood University
Bachelor of Business Administration
Swiss Hotel Management School
Swiss Higher Diploma in International Hotel Management
German, English and French (intermediate)

Contact
herholz.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Switzerland
Switzerland
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Pia
Lanken
Danish
profile
Practically educated and experienced working in different business and utility companies at different
levels. Self-motivated and disciplined with a very high work ethic. Manage people with much empathy
and believe that trust and delegating responsibility make people perform. I am a dynamic team-player
with experience working in high performing projects teams. I have a strong focus on details and strive
for perfection in every task I undertake while being flexible towards other solutions.

OBJECTIVE
To expand my competencies and to use my new education in a challenging organization.

Country

Work Experience
2010-2012

E.ON, Rødsand 2 Offshore Wind Farm, Operational Manager
Overall responsible for operation and maintenance of 90
offshore wind turbines, with a revenue of DKK 500m.

Denmark

2009-2010

E.ON, Pre-Assembly Site in Nyborg for WTG, Site Manager
Responsible for establishing the site.

Denmark

2008-2009

E.ON, Project Rødsand 2 Offshore Wind Farm, Site Manager
Assistant
Budgeting and coordination of site contracts. Administrative
back-up for the Site Manager.

Denmark

2008

DONG Energy, Project Horns Rev 2 Offshore Wind Farm, Site
Coordinator. Responsible for purchasing, budgeting.

Denmark

2003-2008

DONG Energy, Nysted Offshore Wind Farm, Site Coordinator
Office administrator. Document responsible. IT management
responsible.

Denmark

2002-2003

DONG Energy, Project Nysted Offshore Wind Farm, Site
Secretary. Document responsible. Office administration. Site
procurement.

Denmark

1997-2002

I/S REFA, Assistant, Bookkeeping Clerk.

Denmark

Education
2012-2013

Country

2007-2008
1994-1995
1993-1994
1986-1988

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Diploma of Leadership
Medical Secretary Education
Public Employment Service Education
Basic Vocational Education

Languages

Danish, English, Swedish, German

Contact
lanken.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
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Priyanka
Bansal
Indian
profile
I am a Customer Relationship Management professional with 8 years of experience. I have spearheaded
projects in industries such as industrial automation, consumer goods, life science equipment,
pharmaceuticals, professional services and banking. With an onsite experience in 5 different countries,
and having worked with 25+ nationalities, I have developed an ability to work in cross-cultural teams.
Specialities: SAP CRM 7.0 (Strong), Cross-Functional Team Leadership (Strong), Strategy (Strong).

OBJECTIVE
I am seeking a managerial / lead position in market-oriented organizations where I can contribute to
conceptualizing and shaping of strategic business decisions.

Work Experience

Country

2006(on study leave)

IBM India Private Limited, Advisory Consultant –
SAP Customer Relationship Management
Business Transformation and Process Reengineering,
Implementation approach design in SAP CRM Service,
Marketing and Interaction centre; Cross-Functional Team
Management. Managed for clients in India, China, UK, Denmark,
Belgium, Germany, Turkey, US, Brazil, France, Spain.

India, Turkey,
China, UK,
Denmark

2005-2006

ST Microelectronics, Consultant – SAP Customer Relationship
Management
Business & IT process analysis within SAP CRM Sales and
Marketing, Key account management in SAP, Solution Design/
Implementation on e-commerce projects.

India

2004-2005

India
IBM India Private Ltd, SAP ABAP Consultant
Business requirement analysis and technical solution design in
SAP SD, MM, FI, PM, XI. Executed for clients in India, Japan and
the US.

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

2000-2004

Harcourt Butler Technological Institute
(Uttar Pradesh Technical University)
Bachelor of Technology (Electronics Engineering)

India

Languages

Hindi, English (Fluent), Sanskrit, Danish (Intermediate)

Contact
bansal.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Pål Stian
Wenæs
Norwegian
profile
Business professional with experience from corporate banking. Successful track record of leading teams
of highly educated and specialized personnel, conducting business negotiations and client acquisitions.
Team player who has a strong capability of combining analytical and interpersonal skills.

OBJECTIVE
Attain a challenging, strategic position in a high performing team working with both analysis and
customer-oriented work. My profile and experience match working within a wide range of project
management teams. I am flexible with regards to workplace and industry.

Country

Work Experience
2011-2012

Danske Bank, combined position as Senior Relationship
Manager (50%) and Strategic Financial Analyst (50%)
Relationship Management for large corporate clients. Client
prospecting and acquisitions. Main client analysis: Cash flow,
working capital, acquisition capacity, capital structure and risk
management. Other: Representative for DB in Bergen
Chamber of Commerce.

2010-2011

Danske Bank, Senior Relationship Manager
Working with existing portfolio and client acquisitions.

2007-2010

Danske Bank, Assistant RM/RM
Started to build a client portfolio. Other: Specialist in DB's
Facility Pricing Tool for pricing corp. loans and credit lines.
Representative for DB in career fairs at Business Schools.

2002-2006

Children at Risk Foundation (NGO), Board Member

2001-2008

Sentrum Capoeira Club (sports club), Co-founder and
Leader. Reached over 80 active members in 2006.

Education
2012-2013
2002-2005
2000-2002

Languages

Norway

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Norwegian School of Economics
BA in Economics
University of Bergen
Psychology (1 year) and Mathematics (1 year)
Norwegian, Danish, English, German (basic), Spanish (basic)

Contact
wenaes.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Norway
Norway
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Rahim
Belal
German
profile
I am a self motivated, analytical team player with a substantial international working experience and
a broad knowledge of hospital operational procedures and experience in medical research and
education. Due to my profession as a surgeon I am a multi-tasker and thrive under pressure.

OBJECTIVE
To combine science and business in an international organization where I can leverage my MBA
education and my medical knowledge and further develop my business skills and contribute in
achieving the organization's objectives.

Work Experience

Country

2011-2012

Freelance Locum Consultant Surgeon

Germany

2008-2011

Pius Hospital Oldenburg
Resident in the Clinic of General & Visceral Surgery

Germany

2007

University Hospital of Bochum
Resident in the Clinic for Visceral and Transplant Surgery

Germany

2006

Travelling

Latin America

2005

Community Hospital Zofingen
Resident in the Clinic of Surgery

Switzerland

2004

Franziskus Hospital in Berlin
Resident in the Clinic of Vascular Surgery

Germany

2001-2004

University Hospital Zurich
Resident in the Clinic for Visceral & Transplant Surgery

Switzerland

2000-2001

Parexel Ltd. in Berlin
Clinical Data Manager

Germany

Education
2012-2013

Country

2004
2000

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Board Certification in General Surgery
Berlin Humboldt University Charité
Thesis
Medical Doctor

Languages

German, English, Russian (basic)

2011

Contact
belal.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Germany
Germany
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Rahul
Shah
Indian
profile
Learner and deliberative experienced professional with rich experience in business management for
growing organizations in technology consulting domain. Experience in different roles across various
functions including operations, talent management, strategy, pre-sales and customer relationships.
Played role of active change agent to improve business processes, risk management and customer
engagement models.

OBJECTIVE
Aspire to become an active change agent and contribute to organization growth using a management
consulting platform.

Country

Work Experience
2012-2012

eInfochips, Head of Corporate Strategy
Defined corporate strategy for talent management and
employee engagement. Defined and implemented corporate
wide business processes to improve operational efficiency.

India

2010-2011

eInfochips, Business Unit Head
Responsible for revenue, operations, growth and P&L for
group of 250+ technical consultants.

India

2008-2009

eInfochips, Director Customer Solutions
Responsible for improving customer relationships by creating
customer centric solutions and engagement models.

India

2007-2008

Sibridge Tech., Director Semiconductor Engineering
Established a consulting group from scratch including business
development, hiring, and operational process framework.

India

2004-2007

eInfochips, Project Manager
Responsible for managing 70-people team executing various
customer projects at onsite and offshore locations.

India

2003-2003
2003-2003
2002-2003
2000-2002

eInfochips, Design Engineer
Sonics, Design Consultant
Chameleon Systems, Design Engineer
IBM, R&D Engineer

India
USA
USA
USA

Education
2012-2013
1996-1999
1993-1996

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
University of Gujarat
Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics and Communication
Technical Education Board Gujarat
Diploma in Electronics and Communication
Gujarati, English, Hindi, Marathi

Contact
shah.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
India
India
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René
Bomholt
Danish
profile
Accomplished, confident and culturally adept international leader with a heart. Through a career in
product management (marketing) and customer service/customer experience, I have developed a
keen interest in thinking customers into process design and improvements. I believe in enabling people
to make the right decisions and achieving excellence through understanding and cooperation across
departments.

OBJECTIVE
Finding myself adding value in a developing leadership role in an inspiring, international environment.

Work Experience

Country

1996-2012

Maersk Line - from trainee to Head of Customer Experience
A career with the leading container shipping line in the world

2011-2012

Head of Customer Experience
Globally responsible for ensuring a consistent customer
experience across 50+ country organisations and 125 offices

Denmark

2010-2011

Director, Customer Care Excellence
Responsible for the Customer Service strategy in Asia and Africa
with frequent visits to customers and colleagues

Denmark

2008-2009

Customer Service Manager, Malaysia/Singapore
Reduced 110 people department by 40% through
standardisation and off-shoring, without customer impact

Malaysia

2007-2008

Director, Area Route Manager, South East Asia
Led team of 40 from 12 nationalities responsible for export from
and import to seven countries in South East Asia

Singapore

2004-2007

General Manager, Europe Exports, Greater China Area
Coordinated market approach between four Greater China
clusters and nine Areas in Europe and West & Central Asia

China

2003-2004
2001-2003
1999-2001
1996-1999

Manager, Project Office/Area Coordination; CEO support
Manager, Intra Africa services; P&L, strategy, pricing
Assistant, Asia to US trades; price setting, contracting
Trainee, rotations in Operations, Finance, IT Administration

Denmark
Denmark
Singapore
Denmark

Education
2012-2013
1995
1993-1994

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Danish School of Media and Journalism
Journalism, 1st semester
Business College Syd (Sønderborg Handelsskole)
Academy Foundation Degree in Business – Marketing
Danish, English, German, Mandarin (rudimentary)

Contact
bomholt.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
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Sabeeka
Al-Buainain
Qatari
profile
Very ambitious and experienced multilingual HR professional with Middle Eastern background and
global mindset. Highly adaptable to new ideas, environment and change.

OBJECTIVE
To obtain a job that fulfills my ambition, where I can apply my experience, professional training, and
education and be a valuable asset to the organisation.

Country

Work Experience
2011-2012

Maersk Oil Qatar
HR Business Partner

Qatar

2010-2011

Mærsk Olie og Gas A/S
HR Consultant

Denmark

2009-2010

Maersk Oil Qatar
HR Associate

Qatar

2009

Dar Al-Uloom University
HR Coordinator

Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia

2008

Princess Noura bint Abdulrahman University
English Language Tutor for Orientation Programme (temporary
job)

2006-2007

Qatar University
Accreditation and Publication Coordinator

2005-2006

Al-Markhiyah Primary Independent School for Girls
English Reading Programme Teacher and Developer

2004-2005

Al-Issra Primary Independent School for Girls
Classroom Teacher Assistant

Education
2012-2013
2011-2012
2000-2004

Languages

Qatar

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Chartered Institute for Personnel Development
Diploma in Human Resources Practice
Qatar University
Bachelor of English Language and Literature
Arabic, English, intermediate French and Danish

Contact
al-buainain.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
UK
Qatar
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Sameer
Deolalikar
Indian, Permanent Resident of Sweden
profile
I am confident, highly motivated and passionate individual with 12 years of experience in working with
multi-national companies within the semiconductor industry. I am result-oriented leader with knowledge
in every aspect of integrated circuit development and proven track record of delivering projects on time.
For many years, I have enjoyed working with multi-cultural teams spread across the globe.

OBJECTIVE
To seek a challenging position in an international organization that offers high development and career
growth, where I can effectively apply my experience and education to help achieve the organization’s
objectives.

Work Experience

Country

2008-2012

ST-Ericsson AB, Object Leader
Lead multi-cultural team of engineers for verification of mobile
baseband and radio frequency integrated circuits. Responsible
for project planning, resource allocation, execution and
coordination of team activities with other R&D offices globally.

Sweden

2007-2008

Imagination Technologies, Lead Design Engineer
Responsible for graphics core intellectual property knowledge
transfer and setting up design and verification team in Indian offshore design center. Successfully developed PowerVR graphics
core prototype.

India / UK

2005-2007

Cradle Technologies, Senior Design Engineer
Chip and module level design and verification of multi-processor,
digital signal processor integrated circuits. Winner of
“Outstanding performer of the year 2005” award.

India / USA

2004

Intel GmbH, Consultant

Germany

2002-2004

eInfochips, Senior Engineer

India

2000-2002

Adaptec, Design Engineer

India

Education

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1996-2000

Shivaji University
Bachelor of Electronics Engineering

India

Languages

Marathi, Hindi, English

Contact
deolalikar.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Tetyana
Bazylevska
Ukrainian
profile
Being a result-oriented, persistent and hard-working person I am able to come up with non-standard
solutions. I have an open mind and enjoy working in a team. Experienced in leading projects,
working with interdisciplinary teams and tight deadlines; familiar with carrying out special projects
with sole responsibility.

OBJECTIVE
I believe in a global citizenship where country specifics are important and very inspiring. I am seeking a
position in business development, business strategy or management consulting within an international
organization that values quality, structured thinking, innovative solutions and responsible attitude.

Country

Work Experience
2010-2012

DuPont Pioneer, Finance Manager
Responsible for the finance function in Ukraine and Russia.
Achievements: reorganized the finance department,
participated in the exploration and implementation of the major
capital investment of the company, redesigned and automated
several core business processes, was a team member for the
expansion of the business operations in Russia.

Ukraine

2007-2009

Club Cheese Group, Financial Controller
Private equity investment managed by Renaissance Capital
(Russia). Ensured financial and management planning and
accounting for the Group. Achievements: created a reporting
process to enable a robust monthly closing and consolidation
of the financial results and position of the Group (consolidated
under IFRS), contributed to the creation and maintenance of
the financial valuation model of the business.

Ukraine

2006-2007

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Senior Auditor
Planning and conducting of audit and advisory assignments,
business analysis for clients and prospects, transformation of
local accounting into IFRS.

Ukraine

2005-2006

Ernst and Young, Audit Assistant

Ukraine

Education
2012-2013
2004-2007
1997-2002

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
Certified Accountant
The National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
Bachelor Degree in Law, Specialist Degree in Law Studies
Ukrainian, English, Russian, Spanish (int.), German (beg.)

Contact
bazylevska.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
UK
Ukraine
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Tine
Rolff
Danish
profile
I am an experienced sourcing and procurement senior manager with hands-on international
experience. Focused and result-driven with a positive approach to the challenges I encounter.
I am ambitious and seek to constantly improve and to reach the goals set, both with regards to
myself, my team and the company I work for.

OBJECTIVE
Seeking a challenging management position within sourcing and procurement in an international
environment that has sustainability and innovation high up on the agenda.

Work Experience

Country

2009-2012

Denmark
Noir A/S, Sourcing & Production Manager
• Responsible for full re-structuring of supply chain. Strong
focus on CSR. Heading organic cotton project in Uganda 		
together with Danida and local partner.

2004-2009

Denmark,
Rolff Aps, CEO
China
• Own consultancy company advising design companies on
sourcing, production and optimization of whole process from 		
sketch to final delivery of garment.

1999-2004

China,
Bruuns Bazaar A/S
Denmark
• Manager of local office in Shenzhen. Overseeing production
of garments and accessories in China, Hong Kong and 		
Korea. Sourcing of new suppliers.
• Production Manager, Eastern Europe, and head of tailoring
and pattern making.
• Purchase coordinator, Far East.

1996-1999

A.P. Moller – Maersk A/S
• Maersk Terminals, Asst. Manager
• Maersk India Ltd, Maersk Bulk, Asst. Manager
• Trainee (MISE)

Education

Denmark
India
Denmark

Country

2012-2013

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration

Denmark

1996-1998

A.P. Moller – Maersk A/S
MISE, Maersk International Shipping Education

Denmark

Languages

Danish, English, French, German, Mandarin (rudimentary)

Contact
rolff.13@mba.cbs.dk
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Tomas
Laucys
Lithuanian
profile
I am goal oriented and motivated engineering management professional. I have a strong background in
technology and IT projects in electrical and telecommunication engineering, in system integration and
interoperability testing, and in quality assurance.

OBJECTIVE
I am looking for an opportunity to apply and broaden my knowledge in engineering and technology
management as well as to practice my skills in business administration and project leadership.

Country

Work Experience
2012-

Laucys Consulting, Founder and Consultant
Established and registered company in Denmark in order to
provide engineering and consultancy services in project
management, software and systems integration, test and
quality assurance. Worked as a consultant at ST-Ericsson, a
major semiconductor manufacturer based in Lund, Sweden,
where I planned testing and evaluated the product feature
conformance with the 2G, 3G and LTE and Inter-Ratio Access
Technology (IRAT) standards.

Denmark and
Sweden

2007-2012

Motorola Solutions, Test Engineer
Planned for, budgeted, set up and integrated TETRA radio
networks. In addition, I performed quality assurance tasks,
including box, feature, interoperability and application planning,
verification and testing, automated and manual. I led radio fleet
planning, programming and maintenance for the Integration
and Test Department. I was also reviewing customer
documentation and requirements.

Denmark

2007-2008

Center for Biological Sequence Analysis, Technical
University of Denmark, Student Worker
Performed computer network setup and administration.

Denmark

Education
2012-2013
2007-2009
2003-2007

Languages

Country
Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Technical University of Denmark
Master of Science in Telecommunication
United States Coast Guard Academy
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Lithuanian, English, Russian, Danish, Portuguese

Contact
laucys.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Denmark
USA
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Xin
Zhou
Chinese
profile

I combine a managerial mindset and scientific understanding with experience in project management and
implementation. With an optimistic personality and strong interpersonal skills, I foster an open dialogue
for communication and innovation. Adaptability and curiosity are two of my key competences.

OBJECTIVE

I have a passion to further develop my management and leadership skills in an international and
multicultural environment. I am driven to become part of a company to create value to its development
through economic and socially responsible means.

Work Experience

Country

2010-2012

Nokia, Senior Engineer
Developed and integrated mobile phone RF design in hardware.
Responsible for key component management in a multicultural
context.

Denmark

2008-2010

Ericsson, Staff Engineer
Designed and implemented wireless modem algorithms in
software.
Project management in performance analysis and improvement.

Sweden

2007-2008

Jack Winters Communications, External Researcher
Designed advanced signal processing techniques in multiple
antenna systems.

USA

2002-2003		
Motorola, Process Engineer Intern
Operated and controlled the production process of
semiconductor wafers.

China

Education

Country

2012-2013
2005-2008
2003-2005

Languages

Copenhagen Business School
Master of Business Administration
Aalborg University
Ph.D. in Wireless Communications
Aalborg University
Master of Science in Electronics Engineering
Chinese, English, Danish

Contact
zhou.13@mba.cbs.dk

Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
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How to Recruit
a CBS Full-time MBA
We are happy to assist and facilitate the
contact between you and our CBS
Full-time MBA students. We recommend
considering some of the following ways in
which to do so:

Company Presentations
Throughout the year, companies present
themselves to our students. We are flexible
in terms of the format and we will work
with you to determine the most appropriate
presentation form for your company.
Possibilities include:
	
• A 30-45 minute presentation during
which time you may, for instance,
discuss with our students challenges
your organization is facing, the company
culture and the work environment.
	
• An informal setting in which our students
can get to know your representatives
better, for example over a light meal.
We can organize both the venue and
the refreshments for you.

• A
 n invitation to your offices to give
the class an even better idea of your
company.
To organize a company presentation,
please contact Gitte Kramhøft at
gk.mba@cbs.dk or
phone: +45 38 15 60 27

Recruitment Advertisements on
our Intranet
An easy way to attract our MBA students
is to post your career opportunities on our
Intranet site, at no cost to you.
Please forward your recruiting advertisements or job announcements to Gitte
Kramhøft at gk.mba@cbs.dk or phone:
+45 38 15 60 27 for inclusion.

Interview Rounds
You can also conduct rounds of interviews
with our students on campus during the
year, either in conjunction with a company
presentation or through the CBS Career Fair.

When organizing interviews with students,
we recommend that you are open to
meeting candidates who may not exactly fit
your desired profile, but who are interested
in your company and what you have to
offer.
A highly motivated individual often does
extremely well in any given situation.
To organize interviews, please contact
Gitte Kramhøft at gk.mba@cbs.dk or
phone: +45 38 15 60 27.

The 2013 CV Book
In this book, we briefly present each of
our talented students. Included in their
presentations is their contact information,
and we recommend that you contact the
candidate directly for a full CV and/or an
interview. An electronic version of this
book is also available on our website at
www.cbs.dk/ftmba.
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Why hire
a CBS MBA?
Upon graduation our students offer their
new employers the latest know-how and
a thorough grounding in the following
business essentials:

• H
 ow to enter and operate efficiently in
different countries and markets
• How to improve strategic competitiveness through cooperation

Management & Organization

Finance & Accounting

• How to manage and drive innovation
• How to use and manage information
• How to create workplaces in which
employees are motivated to perform
their best
• How to evaluate the strategic impact
and trade-offs of operating decisions
• How to develop and implement change
management programs
• How to resolve leadership issues and
conflicts

• H
 ow to use accounting and control for
corporate and strategic decision-making
• How to apply investment tools and
knowledge for efficient corporate
financial management

Marketing & Strategy
• H
 ow to increase customer loyalty
through understanding the buying
process
• How to manage distribution channels
• How to analyze industries and understand the factors affecting profits and
performance

Sustainability & Corporate Social
Responsibility
• H
 ow to be aware of and engage with
ethical questions in business
• How to engage with the C-Suite and
Boards of Directors about sustainability
and CSR
• How to structure sustainability and CSR
within organizations
• How to motivate employees through
sustainability and CSR
• How to launch a social enterprise

Entrepreneurship & Leadership
Throughout the program, for the entire
year, entrepreneurship and leadership
skills are heavily focused upon. This focus
ensures that participants have the following
problem-solving skills:
	
• Proven ability to identify and solve
complex and ambiguous problems
• Capacity to combine knowledge from
several disciplines
• Ability to apply core management concepts and turn knowledge into action

Interpersonal and Communication Skills
• N
 egotiation and coaching across
cultures
• Teambuilding and teamwork
• Networking and collaboration
• Listening and observing
• Project Management
• Written and oral presentation skills

Self-awareness
• Responsiveness
• Self-esteem
• Adaptability and flexibility

CBS Full-time MBA Class 2013

cv book 2013
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The following companies have recently recruited at
Copenhagen Business School for jobs or strategy projects:
Accenture
Alfa Laval
A.P. Moller-Maersk
AVN Energy
Bestseller
BMW
Boston Consulting
Carlsberg
Credit Suisse First
Crisplant
Daimler Chrysler
Dako
Damco
Dana Lim
Danfoss
Danske Bank
Deloitte
Deutsche Bank
DHL
Dong ENERGY
ECCO
Ericsson
Ernst & Young
Ferrosan
Fujitsu
GN Resound
Harboe
Hewlett-Packard
HSBC
IBM
JP Morgan

KMD
KPMG
L’Oréal
Lundbeck
MAN
McKinsey & Co.
Microsoft
Morgan Stanley
Mærsk Line
Nets
Nordea
NovoNordisk
Novozymes
Nykredit
Oracle
PA Consulting
Phillips Healthcare
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Rambøll
Saxo Bank
Siemens
Statoil
TDC
Telia
Tryg
TV2 SPORT
UNOPS
Velux
Vestas
Winterthur Group
Xerox
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MBA: Master of Business Administration

Program length
Admissions Criteria
You can chooseThe
between
the 18 month MBA
• Ais
university
degree (minimum
a
Copenhagen
a one-year
intensive
program attracting the

Cohort Executive MBA and the 25 month
bachelor’s or HD diploma degree)
best
brains to Denmark.
Flexible Executive
MBA.
• Minimum four years of managerial
experience
Theisprogram
provides• companies
with
opportunity
to:
The Cohort program
divided into three
Good command of
both the
written
and
semesters during which teaching takes
spoken English
place on four consecutive days each
• Support from your employer/company
	
Recruit
from an attractive
target
group:
45 participants representing
month (Wednesday
through
Saturday).
• A satisfactory
test result
in either
The Copenhagen
MBA is a one-year intensive program attracting the
GMAT or the CBS MBA Admissions
23 countries with
anTest
average
best brains
to Denmark. age of 33 years and 9 years of work
The Flexible Executive MBA is divided
into three separate modules
during
experience
which teaching takes place bi-weekly, on The program provides companies with the opportunity to:
Fridays and Saturdays.
Danish and
	Bring the latest thinking
ininternational
leadership development into their

MBA: Master of Business Administration

quality
• Recruit
fromassurance
an attractive target group: 43 participants representing
organizations 23 countries
The program
is average
among age
the of
top
busiwith an
3360
years
and 7 years of work 		
Program start
ness schools in the world endorsed by
experience
	
Get access to •the
latest
management
strategies and business
• Cohort Executive
MBA
the
Crown accreditaBring
theinternational
latest thinkingTriple
in leadership
development into their
— September 2013
tion (EQUIS, AMBA and AACSB).
organizations
models
• Flexible Executive MBA
— February 2013

Application deadlines

As competition is high for places in the
program, we recommend that you start
the application process as soon as you
and your company are sure of your decision.
• Flexible Executive MBA
December 15th 2012

• Get access to the latest management strategies and business
models
Address
Copenhagen Business School
Executive MBA
Råvarebygningen
Porcelaenshaven 22
DK - 2000 Frederiksberg
Denmark

Contact us

Copenhagen Business School Call: (+45) 38 15 60 02
Full-time
• Cohort Executive
MBA MBA Program
E-mail: lrb.mba@cbs.dk
August 1st 2013
Web: www.cbs.dk/emba
Porcelænshaven 22
www.cbs.dk/flexemba
DK-2000 Frederiksberg
Copenhagen
Price
400.000 DKK Denmark
payable in three installments

For more information about the CBS MBA Program and how to recruit our students,
please contact the MBA Program Manager:
Michala Røder
MBA Program Manager
+45 38 15 60 27
mr.mba@cbs.dk

Copenhagen Business School
Visit our website:
Full-time MBA Program
Porcelænshaven 22www.cbs.dk/ftmba
DK-2000 Frederiksberg
Copenhagen
Denmark

For more information about the CBS MBA Program and how to recruit our students,
please contact the MBA Program Manager:
Gitte Kramhøft
MBA Program Manager
+45 38 15 60 27
gk.mba@cbs.dk
Visit our website:
www.cbs.dk/ftmba

